EXHIBIT 1
Marc Faber is sitting somewhere thinking his opinion is just "contrarian" rather than reprehensible

I just want to fast forward to the end of the day so I can read the @dealbreaker take on Marc Faber’s career suicide

Concordia defers $26M interest payment for 30 days

Thinline nano cap Concordia International (CXRX -5.3%) is down on double normal volume on the heels of its announcement that it will use a 30-day grace period...

$OPNT files for mixed shelf offering up to $150m. $68m mcap company 10-k says:
- $18.4m revs
- $6.6m net income
- $10.8m total assets

Who is @nascardriders69? Seems 95% just attacks $mdxg short sellers

Either governments are trying to protect their citizens from crypto or they view it as a threat

South Korea bans all new cryptocurrency sales

CNBC @CNBC

https://twitter.com/ClarityToast
Great hedge fund due-diligence piece by @Valuewalk on $1.1b AUM Arlington Value Capital

Arlington Value - The Berkshire Hathaway Of Utah?
Arlington While Raybould did not publicly address the fund changes or the track record, he did acknowledge the SEC has conducted
valuewalk.com

SEC case against Lynn Tilton dismissed
Brace yourselves for fully nude Christmas cards this year everyone
sec.gov/alj/aljdec/201...

I must admit I never get tired of this clip of Shkreli owning the Express Scripts CMO $ESRX
forbes.com/video/46445493...

Things that aren't news:
1. The market is up and HF's are up, on average
2. The market is down and HF's are down, on average

Most hedge funds positive so far in September buff.ly/2wUGZUd

Just saying...Twitter spent $713 million on R&D last year $TWTR

This flame war between the Dotard and Rocketman would be so much funnier if neither party had nukes